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Sometimes it’s not easy being a mutant thug.The space station Belvaille, once the center of
civilization, is nearly deserted because of the new government’s policies. Hank makes do by
working odd jobs, but he isn’t sure how long those, or the city, can last.However, there are still
some people trying to scratch out a (dis)honest living on Belvaille. Hank concocts a plan to save
the city: steal from the countless transports and freighters that pass through the System.In the
meantime, Hank falls in with a tough crowd of freedom fighters who seem determined to
overthrow the government. The team goes on exceedingly dangerous assignments, with Hank
taking the brunt of the danger.As if things weren’t bad enough, the Navy set up residence in the
System, a powerful alien dignitary is scheduled to arrive, and Hank’s absurdly-competent butler
states that his robotic species may declare war on Hank’s home.It’s up to Hank to fix the
problems, find out who is doing what and why, and to try and earn a little cash in the process.
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70CHAPTER 71CHAPTER 1“Hello, this is your captain, Hank. I am required by law to inform you
of the procedures in case of sudden exposure to vacuum.”The people on board my spaceship,
the Suckface, groaned.“Guys, this is important,” I said.“Everyone, shut up,” Najosa
barked.Najosa was a member of the Ontakian species. Same as me. She was a blonde woman
with skin so shiny smooth it looked bulletproof—and it was. She was the leader of the six
Ontakians who were all crammed inside my ship.“These emergency pressure suits are located
to the fore and aft. To activate them, grasp both handles firmly, stretch your arms apart like this,
and depress the triggers with your thumbs,” I said, demonstrating.“If we get sucked into space,
we aren’t going to have time to walk over and grab a pressure suit,” one of the Ontakians
stated.“Well, it can’t hurt,” I said, putting away my prop since no one was paying attention.My
spaceship was an old military corvette and was hardly comfortable or speedy. It wasn’t a great
choice as a transport. I suspect I was hired because the ship was fuel efficient.Another reason
they booked passage with me was because I was a fellow Ontakian, which seemed important to
them. Of course, they shouldn’t have known my race because I kept it a secret. But someone
had told them.“You’re out of alcohol, do you have any more in storage?” my uncle Frank asked.
“Don’t say you’re still mad at me,” he sighed, on seeing my expression.Frank was a burly guy. A
real street brawler. He wore a fully enclosed facemask that pumped his own special brand of air.
He swore the composition was the same as our destroyed home world, but I noticed none of the
other Ontakians used it.“You told me never tell my true origins to anyone,” I said to Frank.I wasn’t
ashamed of being an Ontakian. I knew very little about them. We were a slave species that had
been bio-engineered. We rebelled against our creators and then went to war with the old



Colmarian Confederation. We lost. Now we were nearly extinct. This ship of passengers was the
most Ontakians I had ever seen in one place.“I told you not to tell any Colmarians your heritage.
Besides, this involves money. I got you a paying job,” he said.“You also got yourself hired.”“See?
It’s a win-win,” he replied.My uncle was kind of a scumbag. But as of seven years ago, I didn’t
know I had any relatives left. Frank filled in a lot of gaps about my history. Unfortunately, he came
with strings attached.Like getting me to transport a group of Ontakians to raid a military
base.“We got five minutes until landing. Strap in if you haven’t already,” Zzzho said.Zzzho was a
friend of mine. He was also the perfect spaceship pilot. As a Keilvin Kamigan, he was a sentient
gas cloud plugged directly into the ship’s controls. He didn’t eat, sleep, or take up space, and he
provided fuel for the ship using his own body.“You realize this bucket doesn’t have any guns,
right?” I asked Najosa.“The military base has no anti-aircraft defenses and no ships of its own to
chase us. They get monthly supplies. They’ll think we’re another delivery,” Najosa replied.“How
long will you all be at the base?” I asked.“We need you to come with us,” Najosa
said.“What?”“Hank, they’re asking what the name of our vessel is,” Zzzho said.“Don’t tell them
it’s the Suckface!” I shouted.“Okay,” Zzzho replied. “They want to know what our business
is.”“Cleaning supplies,” Najosa stated.The ship was silent for a moment other than the usual
beeps and boops from the equipment.“They gave us clearance,” Zzzho said.“What did you say
the ship’s name was?” I asked.“The ‘Don’t Tell Them It’s The Suckface,’” Zzzho replied.“No! I
meant make up a different name. We can’t land now,” I said.“We flew all this way here. We’re
doing this. Get ready,” Najosa answered sternly.“Why do you want me to come with you? That
wasn’t the deal. You hired me to transport you guys. I’m no commando,” I said.“We aren’t
commandos either. Only you, Frank, and Najosa are combat model Ontakians. Nordan and I are
technicians. Shella was created to be an architect. Alase is a hazardous waste handler,” Meltar
said.“This is fine information to learn moments before you launch an invasion of a military base,”
I said.“You’re also a mutant,” Shella added.“You told them I’m a mutant?” I asked Frank.He
shrugged.“You’re like 3,000 pounds. You’re either the fattest Ontakian that ever lived or
something weird is going on,” Frank said.“I’m not very comfortable with this,” I complained.“I have
every confidence in your abilities. I saw you play professional glocken,” Najosa said. “If we are
successful, you’ll be in for a percentage of the score.”Najosa had diamond-colored eyes. They
even glittered like those precious stones. I had never seen anything like it. I felt my resolve
faltering like it always did when a tough, beautiful woman asked me to do something incredibly
dangerous and stupid.“I don’t even know what you all are trying to do,” I said.“We’re striking back
at the corrupt empire of the Colmarian Confederation,” she snarled.CHAPTER 2Somewhere I
heard that the universe tends toward chaos. Or destruction. Or dirtiness. Or something like that.
If that’s true, maybe the Colmarian Confederation form of government was inevitable.Seven
years ago, Arch Minister Maris-To had been assassinated, and the Belvaille System had come
to an end. I thought for sure we would be in for a period of warlords and maybe another civil
war.But no.It’s like the galaxy had been some huge rubber band stretched to extremes, and it
suddenly snapped back into shape. And by that, I mean it rebuilt the most awkward and



incompetent government in the history of governments.No one was sure what to name it at first,
so they described what it came after.We were now non-residents of the Post-Colmarian
Confederation Colmarian Confederation. That was honestly, truly the name of our empire—
though most called it the PCC for short.Those of us in Belvaille System were non-residents
because we didn’t have a planet. Planethood was the key factor in governing the glorious new
PCC.There were three Houses of Parliament in our new nation-state. One was based on the
population of each member planet. One was based on the number of planets. And no one could
figure out the Third House of Parliament.Seriously, every single person I asked about the Third
House—which didn’t even have a real name—gave me a completely different answer.To pass
laws, you needed to get something called a “transparent majority” in two of the three Houses.
From what I could tell, that meant one person, maybe a janitor, had to wipe his nose on a piece
of paper and it became law.The PCC created something on the order of four thousand laws a
day. Every single day.It’s like the ghost of the old Colmarian Confederation had been writing laws
in the hundred-plus years since it was destroyed in the civil war, and now they were all vomiting
out at high velocity.To say I disliked the PCC was an understatement. It had turned the once-
magnificent Belvaille space station into a ghost town, and completely wrecked my standard of
living. I now had to take any job that poked its suicidal head at me, to keep food in my copious
belly.I wasn’t sure what could take the place of the PCC government, but as long as it wasn’t
contagious crotch cancer, it would be an improvement.CHAPTER 3My spaceship went through
the landing procedures at the military base. Not sure what to expect when we disembarked, I
took out my gun, which was aptly named “Gun.”Gun was not an ordinary pistol. He was glossy
chrome and lacked a trigger, bullets, or mechanisms of any kind. He was also at least somewhat
self-aware. I had to say “somewhat” because Gun was a bit of a philosopher. Not as in coming
up with ideas to explain mortality and morality, but as in coming up with ideas to confuse
everything.He was not the most trustworthy of firearms, but when he had his thoughts straight,
Gun was phenomenal. He could hit targets I wasn’t even aware of in their absolute most
vulnerable spots, no matter how small.“Gun, I’m about to go out into a possibly threatening
situation, are you ready?” I asked the pistol.“Hello. How would I know if I’m ready?” he
replied.That was a pretty typical response, so I put Gun back in his holster.“I’m not especially
happy with you using that weapon. It already shot me once,” Frank said.“I’m not happy with being
a shield for a bunch of pencil-pushing Ontakians when I was hired as a chauffeur. I’m going to
use whatever weapons I want,” I replied.“It shouldn’t come to that. I’m anticipating we can pull off
this operation without any collateral damage,” Najosa said.We landed, and got the green light
that it was safe to open the hatch. I took a deep breath as I hit the controls to lower the
ramp.There were no missiles or gunfire. There wasn’t even anyone to meet us. It was an empty
port.There was a walkway tube, about fifteen feet in diameter, leading off to the larger facilities in
the distance.The base was an old Colmarian Confederation outpost. I could tell because they’d
kept the original welcome sign. But at the top where it said “Colmarian Confederation,” they’d
widened the billboard and added words. Now it stated this military base belonged to the “Post-



Colmarian Confederation Colmarian Confederation.”A few moments after we had exited my ship,
we saw someone running toward us from the connecting walkway tube.“What do we do?” I
asked, reaching down for Gun.“You won’t need that,” Najosa said.A PCC Navy clerk came up
carrying clipboards. He was out of breath and sweating.“Forms?” the clerk asked.Nordan,
Meltar, Shella, and Alase, all the non-combat Ontakians, took out wads of paperwork and began
exchanging and conversing with the clerk.The PCC absolutely loved forms. Real forms with
stamps and serial numbers and ribbons and seals and signatures and countersignatures and
everything in between. I think there were whole solar systems that created new kinds of paper
simply to meet the demand.Each planet in the PCC had its own set of forms that changed
constantly. A big planet with lots of exporting could easily have ten thousand forms. And there
were billions of member planets in the new PCC.The old Colmarian Confederation had been a
bastion of bureaucracy, but this new PCC put it to shame. Populations starved while food sat just
out of reach, awaiting the proper paperwork.“Do you mind if we begin unloading? I know that will
take a while,” Najosa asked the clerk, who was currently neck-deep in red tape.He nodded and
waved us off without even looking.“Okay, let’s get the cleaning supplies,” she said.Frank, Najosa,
and I were each hauling a large metal drum using a hand truck. I could tell from the sloshing
around that it contained some kind of liquid. I didn’t need the hand truck to move the barrel, I was
strong enough that I could probably juggle it, even though it weighed hundreds of
pounds.“What’s in these drums?” I asked, as we walked up the tunnel to the main
building.“Water in those two. Weapons in this one,” Najosa said. “We go to the largest facility and
take a left. We’re trying to reach an auxiliary power supply.”“If you know all this, why didn’t you tell
me ahead of time?” I asked.“I said you wouldn’t do it if you knew the details,” Frank
answered.“You were right!”“See?” Frank stated coolly.My uncle was so annoying. I honestly think
he would sell me if the offer was good enough.Frank wasn’t his real name. All early generation
Ontakians had names that were alpha-numeric, assigned to us when we were slaves of the
Rettosians. But most people changed their names when they achieved freedom.“What do we do
if they start shooting?” I asked, as we entered a large structure. It was dome shaped and I saw
numerous Navy guards walking around.“They won’t,” Najosa said, but she didn’t sound
absolutely sure.“What are you worried about? You’re a mutant. I’ve seen you shrug off rockets
and bullets and Super Class glocken monsters,” Frank said.“Doesn’t mean I like it.”I did have
numerous mutations that set me apart from normal Ontakians. I healed wounds very rapidly,
even regrowing teeth, eventually. My body was incredibly dense and heavy, able to withstand a
tremendous beating. I was also strong, stronger than even my Ontakian brethren. Though my
girth left me very underpowered and sluggish compared to them.But I also had a new mutation.
One I didn’t grow up with.Seven years ago, a god, mutant, legend, Thad Elon had put in place a
plan that caused billions of people to be subjected to spontaneous mutation. I personally had
the mutation that all ground-based lifeforms dreamed of.I could fly!Unfortunately, I think my gift of
flight operated under the assumption that I wasn’t nearly so heavy. Like my power was designed
for a normal Colmarian. Or a bird.The best I could do was kind of slowly…not fall. But I usually



forgot.I received the mutation only recently. How often did you remember to fly when you
suddenly found yourself tripping down a flight of stairs? It wasn’t exactly instinct.If I hadn’t eaten
anything, and I took off my shoes, and emptied my pockets, I could raise my legs, and kind of
hang in the air—until my knees got tired and I touched the ground again.Basically, I could hover
for a few seconds. All in all, it was an exceptionally useless mutation.I was simply too fat to fly.As
we walked across the base, guards marched back and forth in rigid patrol patterns. This place
looked well-fortified and I felt our group was stupendously unprepared.But as we pushed our
water barrels across the floor, not one of the patrols even acknowledged us. Three sketchy
Ontakians moving unlabeled steel drums across their secured military base and no one
bothered to even look at us.These were the worst guards ever.I mean, yeah, they were perfectly
coordinated, every swing of the arm, every tap of the rifle. If they were a marching band, they
would win top honors.“Is it me, or are these guys completely ignoring us?” I whispered.“You
could probably walk an army through here and they wouldn’t care. This is the Colmarian
Confederation,” Najosa said.“Well, it’s the PCC,” I corrected.“They’re the same thing,” she
snapped.We passed squad after squad of fancy-stepping guards. We weren’t sure which way to
go because there were about a dozen paths that led off this one circular facility.Finally, I had the
solution.“Hey, excuse me, which tunnel leads to an auxiliary power supply? We’re delivering
cleaning stuff,” I asked two guards.They stopped. One turned to face me. He clacked his rifle
down to his feet, and without looking at me, reported:“Proceed two hallways ahead
counterclockwise.” The guards resumed formation and marched away.We did as the soldier
directed, walking the tunnel for quite a distance. As we neared the end of the hall, in front of us I
saw a soldier and a man in civilian clothes, by a large metal door.I suspected these two would
not merely ignore us as we tried to open that big door.“Cleaning supplies,” Najosa said, as we
drew closer.“Halt! This area is restricted,” the armed guard replied, immediately pointing his rifle
at us.We were about fifteen feet away. The rifle wouldn’t hurt me, probably wouldn’t even hurt
Frank or Najosa, but we had a whole military base behind us.Najosa set down her barrel and
began removing the lid.“Frank,” she said.Frank stretched out his left hand. I knew from
experience that he packed two flamethrowers built into his gauntlets. One a short-distance cone,
and the other a long sticky stream.He held out his left hand and I saw the cone of fire begin to
puff out.But then it was like it hit an invisible wall. The fire projected about four feet and then took
a physics-defying turn straight down and hit the floor.I saw the man in civilian clothes was
holding his hands raised toward us.He then tilted his palms flat and suddenly my face was
mashed against the floor.With enormous effort, I turned to the side and saw Najosa and Frank
also on the ground. It was like gravity had increased exponentially. I could barely move.The
barrels fell over and began to sway back and forth on the floor.The Colmarian soldier who
ordered us to halt was faring no better, and was also pressed flat to the ground. But he still had
his rifle, and he was trying to aim at us. The metal scraped on the tiling as if it weighed a hundred
pounds.Frank’s flamethrower wasn’t doing anything except burning the spot directly in front of
his hand so he switched it off.The soldier fired his gun, but the bullet dragged across the floor,



burrowing into the tiles before it went ten feet from the muzzle.My arms were out in front of me
and felt like they weighed a spaceship apiece. It would take a lot of effort to reach my thigh and
take out Gun. And I was reluctant to rely on Gun in situations like these. He tended to ask a lot of
questions and not understand the significance of my answers.Gun also used my bioelectricity to
fire, and it always made me tired afterwards. A bad state to be in when I was already struggling
to move.The drums containing water rocked back and forth in front of us like angry
pendulums.The mutant, as that is what he clearly was, continued to stand there with his hands
facing downward. He seemed to be in deep concentration. If he ever got around to it, he might
sound the alarm, and then we were in for a lot of synchronized boots kicking our prostrate
asses.I reached out to try and touch the water barrel in front of me. I felt like a slug. A slug under
a very heavy brick.I managed to get one hand on the barrel and I nudged it with my fingertips. As
I did so, the liquid inside sloshed with the weight of half an ocean.“What are you doing?” Frank
asked, clearly annoyed.With great effort, I scooted the barrel so that it was lined up with the
mutant. I then pushed it as hard as I could.The drum lurched forward, but then rolled back, and I
was worried I might get steamrolled. But it then switched directions and started chugging
forward again.It would rock a half-spin ahead, then a quarter back. Over and over. The gravity
was creating massive tidal forces inside the barrel.The barrel kept going, like a ponderous,
perpetual motion machine. The mutant was in his meditative trance and didn’t know what was
happening.The barrel heaved one more turn as I held my breath.It knocked the mutant flat on his
back and immediately gravity returned to normal.Najosa fired a silenced submachine gun that
she retrieved from her weapons barrel. I had not even gotten to my feet yet and the guard and
mutant were dead.“Secure the hall,” Najosa told us.Frank opened the heavy door and pulled the
bodies into the next room.“I thought there wasn’t going to be any shooting,” I said.I wasn’t above
murder. I had killed a lot of people in my day. But I liked to have a reason. I didn’t even know why
I was here other than my shifty uncle had lied about a job.“You didn’t shoot anyone. I did,” Najosa
said.CHAPTER 4Once we entered the power supply area and closed the door, I got worried.I
hadn’t panicked when I was mashed against the floor under extreme gravity. But now I had a
moment to appreciate our situation. We were in a relatively small room, with two dead PCC
guards, on a PCC Navy base. And we had to cross paths with an awful lot of soldiers to reach
my ship and get out of here.“What are we doing?” I asked.Najosa surveyed the dim room with a
flashlight. The depot was only about forty feet in diameter and it was filled with all kinds of piping
and industrial cables.“What are we looking for?” I asked impatiently.“A power plant,” she said.I
stood there and honestly wondered if Najosa was insane. It was a real possibility. After all, we
had just attacked a military base, armed with jugs of water.“Here,” Frank said.I walked over and
joined Frank and Najosa by a small, what looked like a water heater, maybe four feet tall and two
feet in diameter.Already I was skeptical.“Are you going to copy the design?” I asked,
confused.“No, we’re going to steal it,” Najosa said.“Steal a power plant? If we shut off the
electricity, we’re going to lose life support. That seems like a bad idea.”“This is the auxiliary
generator. They must have several others for a base of this size,” she said.Najosa had some



diagrams on her tele and she was examining the power plant.“We need to get out of here.
Judging by all those lock-stepping guards we met on the way, a patrol will come by and notice
their missing team,” Frank said.“This is a nucleo-vapor isotopic inducer, not a vacuum cleaner,”
Najosa said.“You brought three combat Ontakians to steal a piece of complicated machinery
and you left the technicians at the port,” Frank chided.“Help me figure out how to disconnect it,”
Najosa hissed.They walked around it, poking and prodding, and it was clear they had no idea
what to do.“This is what we came for?” I asked.“Yes.”“Just this?” I tried to confirm.“Yes,” Najosa
repeated.“I’m no engineer, but it’s bolted to the floor and it has only this giant cable connected to
it. Unscrew the bolts and disconnect the cable,” I said.Najosa stared at me.“He’s got a point,”
Frank said.“Who is going to carry it out of here?” I asked.“I can,” Frank said.“Hank is the
strongest and can run with it,” she replied.“He can’t run at all. I can carry that and crawl faster
than him,” Frank replied.“If Hank gets shot, he won’t drop it. He’s our best chance of us getting it
out of here,” she said.Frank didn’t argue further.We unbolted the plant and made ready to
disconnect the cable. Everyone looked at me.“Fine, I’ll do it,” I said.I took hold of the cable and
yanked it out.Thankfully, I didn’t get electrocuted. But the overhead lights changed from a
pleasant fluorescent white to blood red.I carried the power plant over my shoulder. It was big and
bulky, but I managed.As we walked back across the base, the clockwork guards continued to
ignore us.Despite the fact they were bathed in red emergency lights.“Are they blind?” Frank
asked.“They probably think it’s a drill,” Najosa said.Still. The fact we had landed a ship, walked
in, killed two of their personnel, were now robbing them, and no one even looked at us,
underscored the incompetence of the PCC.As I was thinking this, an alarm went off.It was a big,
“things are really bad,” military alarm. It could probably be heard five planets away.Frank dropped
his hand truck and started running. Then Najosa started running.I kind of duck-walked after
them.“Wait up,” I called.Seven years ago, I had been a professional glocken player. That meant I
had to run at semi-regular intervals across sports arenas. Since then, I had sworn off running
altogether and tried to never go faster than a meandering stroll.Except in times like these. And
then I sorely wished I wasn’t so slow.Gunfire erupted all around me.Even their shooting was
synchronized. I swear, these guys must do nothing but train all year long. Thirty guns hit me
perfectly, blasting the back of my trousers and jacket to smithereens.But I realized immediately
that they were “space guns.” People used a special high-velocity, low caliber weapon on
spaceships and space stations like this. It prevented the weapons from doing any damage that
might rupture precious life support.I immediately slowed down.“What are you doing?” Najosa
yelled.“Those guns can’t hurt me,” I explained. “And this thing is heavy.”Frank was already out of
sight.“We have to fly out of here, remember? You might be bulletproof, but if they shred your
ship, we’re going to have a tough time in outer space.”Oh, yeah.I sped back up, but I didn’t think
it helped much. From the sound of the guns, they must have all been standing twenty-five feet
behind me and using my sizeable butt as target practice.I was jogging down the final corridor
that led to my ship. Najosa had gone on ahead.I was beginning to worry what would happen if
those thirty guns started shooting the Suckface. I had no idea how my ship would stand up to



small arms fire. It was technically a military vessel, but it specialized in communications.I was
nearing the exit of the tunnel when Frank stepped out in front of me.“Move,” he said.Frank held
out his right arm and spewed a stream of napalm from his gauntlet, bathing the tunnel
completely in flames.“Come on,” Najosa said.I hustled to the ship and boarded. Frank came in a
moment later.The hatch closed and I could vaguely hear bullets pinging against the hull.“Hold
on!” Zzzho said.I felt the g-force push me down as Zzzho banked the Suckface up and out faster
than he had ever flown it before.After a while of not exploding, everyone calmed down a bit.We
were standing around the power plant I had carried.“What’s the condition?” Najosa asked.Meltar
and Nordan examined it.“Got hit by a few bullets, but it didn’t sustain any damage,” Nordan
said.“Yeah, I took all the gunfire,” I grumbled, wiping off the squashed bullets from my
backside.The guys were still fiddling with the device.“I don’t think we should be messing with a
power plant while we’re in space,” I said.“They know what they’re doing,” Frank said.“Do you
want to see how it works?” Nordan offered me.“I’ve spent 400 years cracking skulls so I don’t
ever have to clean a toilet, sweep a floor, or learn about power generators,” I replied.CHAPTER
5I was back home in Belvaille System, which was no longer named Belvaille System.When the
PCC took over, they renamed us. We were now the Post-Colmarian Confederation Colmarian
Confederation Portal Depot #4382. Really rolled off the tongue. Our System had exponentially
more Portals than the next five highest Systems combined, but we were #4382. No one could tell
us why. Probably no one knew.Portals were what made this System special. They were devices
that allowed ships to bridge the vast distances of space almost instantly. Our System was unique
in that it could support hundreds of Portals to sectors all over the galaxy.I lived on the space
station Belvaille. The space station was an exact square, fifteen miles by fifteen miles—quite
large as far as installations went. The buildings in the city were amazing. During our short
economic boom, the nobles of the city had built fantastic mansions of every shape and style.I
owned a five-story building that was a holdover from the city’s original design. It was a boring
steel square of sturdy construction.I had taken leave of my Ontakian passengers, and received a
fee of 150,000 credits for my efforts. It wasn’t a bad amount of money considering my expenses
were so low. I had no idea how much the power generator was worth, but it’s not like I could do
anything with it.My butler picked me up at the port and drove me home. I didn’t have a limo driver
any longer and I didn’t have a limo. It was just a normal car.My butler was a Dredel Led robot
named Cliston, who was smarter than me, faster than me, more proper than me, and probably
the best butler in the galaxy. He took 15% of all my earnings and not only ran my household, but
a significant portion of my life.I didn’t understand how Cliston knew so much about etiquette. To
me, etiquette was kind of how to eat, dress, bathe, and poop. Basically, all the things that
biological organisms did. But Cliston was a robot and did none of them.Physically, Cliston was
black metal with white pinstripes. He had red, glowing eyes, and a speaker grid for a mouth.“I
take it things didn’t go so well, sir?” Cliston asked, gauging my attitude perfectly.I sat in the front
seat next to him so I could have more legroom.“It didn’t go how I wanted. But I got paid 150
large,” I said.“I shall deposit it in our petty cash reserves,” he replied.Not only was Cliston a



master practitioner of etiquette, he quite literally wrote the books on it. Cliston had a peculiar
habit of producing manuals on the most obscure topics, from gardening, and tablecloths, to how
to manage a street sweeping service. He was prolific, and his works were widely appreciated.I
was always a little unclear why Cliston put up with me, especially now that my fortunes had taken
such a precarious dip, but at this point, he was not only my butler, but my partner, and most
trusted confidant.When we drove onto my street, I rolled my eyes as usual and contemplated for
the billionth time moving to a new location.About two years ago, a Therezian named Wallow up
and died. Therezians were giants, nearly indestructible. Wallow fell over and smashed several
buildings and blocked the entire street. You could now only reach my house from one
direction.Wallow and I had not gotten along very well when he was alive, and I wondered if he
had tried to die on my building, but missed. In any case, he had not decomposed one iota. He
looked like he was merely asleep with his eyes open.We tried electric saws, torches, guns,
explosives, but we couldn’t even scratch his skin. Then we thought, even if we could dice him up,
where would we put him? So I now had a dead Therezian as a neighbor and I always had to
hang a left to get out of my building.The population of Belvaille had massively declined since its
heyday. Seven years ago, there had been maybe a half-million inhabitants on the space station.
Now there were less than fifty thousand residents.The drop-off came from a law that was
enacted early in the PCC that changed the galaxy, and Belvaille, almost immediately. It was
called the Source-Destination Doctrine.It was a bit confusing, but it stated that all products
produced on a planet had to be either sold on that planet, or bartered or sold to another planet
for the same amount.So if one planet produced a million credits worth of copper, they could
trade it to another planet for a million credits of furniture or a million credits of electronics.They
said this was to promote industry in the galaxy, which had taken a severe beating since the civil
war; to make sure the biggest planets were getting adequate trade; and because the PCC’s
monetary system wasn’t very solid.To get products to smaller worlds or space stations like
Belvaille, which didn’t really produce anything, they had to file “Surplus Reports.” Then we could
get the leftovers.Belvaille System had been simply a middleman in the past. Our number of
Portals made us a logical trade hub. Now, all shipments had to go from the source to the final
destination.It was absurdly inefficient, but it concentrated influence at the planetary level—which
was the point. It raised the prices for all goods that came to Belvaille, and made whole
categories of products unavailable at any cost.It wrecked our economy. And everyone left.Yes,
an unbelievable amount of ships still passed through Belvaille System to make use of our
Portals, but they didn’t stay long. We provided minor entertainment, fuel, repairs, and
replacement crews for the long-haul transports. We were reduced to being a glorified truck
stop.Of course, there were plenty of people who weren’t content with that, so there was an
increasing amount of illegal activity as well.But we had to be unbelievably cautious.The PCC
had a large number of Navy ships sitting right here in our System. They would make sure that all
the transports that were using our Portals were also adhering to the copious number of shipping
regulations.I heard that the population on the Navy ships was something like ten times the



civilian population on Belvaille. Not to mention the warships were armed with huge cannons and
missiles and whatever else.Many felt it was lunacy to try and turn Belvaille into a criminal port
when we were surrounded by so many military police.I, however, was not one of those people,
and felt it was the only way the city could survive.CHAPTER 6Entering my home, I noticed I had
all new furniture, paintings, and even a few little statues. My building was not especially large,
but thanks to Cliston’s expert hands, it was always tasteful.“Where did this stuff come from?” I
asked, knowing that no artwork had landed on Belvaille in years.Cliston didn’t answer, and that
alone struck me as odd. I turned to see if he had run out of batteries or something. Cliston was
never caught short.“Seeing as how so many nobles fled the city, their dwellings were left in a
state of…unclear circumstances,” he said delicately.“You looted the mansions?” I couldn’t
believe it. Cliston, the paragon of good robotic breeding, was now a burglar. I needed a drink.
Hopefully some of Cliston’s excellent homebrew was ready.“I wouldn’t say looted, sir. The
owners could have taken their possessions, but they abandoned them, leaving no definitive title
of ownership. While you were away, I attempted to inquire with the authorities.”“You talked to
Police Chief MTB?” I asked.“Yes, sir. He said I could take anything, but not make a mess. I know
other people have used this opportunity to move into the vacant mansions. We might consider
doing that as well.”“What’s the point in living in a thirty-story empty building? I have to imagine
it’s hard enough keeping this place clean,” I said.At one point I had all kinds of servants. Maybe a
dozen. Now it was only Cliston.“I get by fine, sir. Would you care for some food?” he asked,
knowing my weakness.“Absolutely. I’ve been eating nothing but space junk for weeks.”As part of
my mutation, I ate a lot. That cannot be overstated. I had to eat a special formula that Delovoa,
who lived two stories up from me, prepared. But Cliston cooked it into amazing meals.As I ate, I
stared at a new painting on my wall that was kind of three-dimensional. I got the feeling
something symbolic was going on, but I couldn’t figure out what. Although Cliston didn’t explicitly
talk down to me or try and eliminate my rough ways, I think he hoped to enlighten me through
osmosis. So he constantly surrounded me with high-class artwork.“Sir, I know you like to book
your own assignments, but I may have a job for you,” Cliston said.“Oh? The Butlers’ Union need
me to track down some shoe polish?” I joked.“No, sir. But my people contacted me to ask for a
suitable applicant.”“Your people? Is there really such a thing as a Butlers’ Union?”“Not that I’m
aware of, sir. But I’m referring to my species, the Dredel Led.”“What would a bunch of robots
want with me?” I asked, not particularly interested. The Dredel Led were halfway across the
galaxy and I didn’t see they had much to offer.“It isn’t you, specifically. They need help in this
region of space and they know I am here.”“You all keep tabs on each other? That’s creepy.”“It is
voluntary, sir, but yes.”“How much does this job pay?” I asked.“The pay rate is 5,000 nasho
particle deflationary devices.”“What the hell is that? I need money, Cliston. What am I going to do
with a bunch of Dredel Led spare parts? Build an army?”“They are quite valuable, sir. But I
recognized you might not be interested in that. The Dredel Led do have foreign currency
reserves they can also offer.”“How much?”“The payment would be on successful completion of
the mission, but I am authorized to offer you fifty million.”“Fifty million credits?” I asked.“Yes, sir.”I



fell to my knees and raised my hands to the ceiling.“I love the Dredel Led!”“You haven’t heard
what the assignment is, sir.”“I don’t care if I have to mud wrestle a black hole. Fifty million! I just
attacked a military base and only made 150 grand. Tell them I’ll take the job.”I could buy the
whole space station with that much money. Though I’m not sure who would sell it. No one really
owned it. Garm, my old girlfriend, owned it at one point. But that was several empires ago.“Wait,
are you getting paid for setting up this deal?” I asked Cliston.“I get 15% of what you make, as
your butler, and yes, I’m getting paid to negotiate this deal,” he said.“You’re making more than
me, aren’t you?”“I don’t see how that should be a concern, sir.”“I knew it! I should be getting 15%
of what you make,” I said, folding my arms.“If you’re unhappy with our arrangement, we could
renegotiate our terms,” he replied.I looked at him. He had no expressions so I couldn’t guess
what he was thinking. Cliston already had control over my home furnishings, my wardrobe, my
meals, anyone I hired, and just about every other aspect of my life other than when I was allowed
to go to the bathroom.“No. I think I’m okay. So what are the mission details?”“Someone or
something from this System is hacking into the Dredel Led capital city.”CHAPTER 7The
specifics of the Dredel Led assignment would be forthcoming once my signed contract had been
executed.In the meantime, I had other work to do. I set up today’s meeting months ago and I had
been preparing ever since.“I followed your instructions and sent out invitations to those on your
list,” Cliston said.“Good. I’ve been practicing my speech while I was away.”Cliston dressed me in
the outfit he had designed for this special event.“Someone is going to try and hit on me,” I said
sourly.I was essentially wearing a really fancy woman’s frock. There were lots of lace and poofs
and frills.“This is very masculine attire. Fashion is constantly evolving, sir.”“Not on Belvaille. Why
can’t I wear a suit? My crotch feels breezy.”“You want to project power and prestige. This is a
royal Meekad Glory ensemble,” Cliston said.“I’m going to talk to a bunch of lowlifes who were too
stupid to leave this System. They’re going to see me in a ball gown and laugh at me.”“They know
you and your abilities. I can assure you, no one will laugh, sir.”“Why do you always make me
wear stupid clothes when you’re naked except for your pinstripes?” I challenged.“I could wear
clothes if you like,” Cliston said.I thought about making Cliston wear a dress, but I wasn’t that
petty. Besides, he would probably end up looking prettier than me.I was standing around on the
fifth floor of The Club, waiting for the people Cliston invited to show up.The Club used to be
called the Belvaille Gentleman’s Club. Then the Belvaille Athletic Gentleman’s Club. Then the
Belvaille Gentleman’s Club again. Then someone stole the “man’s” off the sign and it was the
Gentle Club. Then two letters fell off and it was the Gent Club.Now there were no more letters to
steal and it was just the frame that said “The,” a big blank space, and “Club.” It worked, because
we were frankly tired of keeping track of the building’s ever-changing name.This was an
important meeting and one I thought would decide the future of not only myself, but everyone left
in this System who didn’t work for the Navy.There were about 400 people in the room so far and
it was hot and cramped and people were uncomfortable.So far, Cliston was right. My gaudy skirt
seemed to have shocked people into silence. I saw them staring, some with open mouths, but
they were too confused to actually comment.Looking at the group, they were a sorry lot. Seven



years ago, there would be jewels and fine clothes and imperious attitudes on display in The
Club. That was all gone and now these people were a good sample of those that remained in the
city.They were quick and conniving enough to scratch out a living on what was left of Belvaille. I
liked them, because all of them could, and would, get their hands dirty.There were three people
in the room who were given a fair amount of space, despite the close quarters.One was Procon
Hobb, who was sitting in the corner. The nobles had mostly departed Belvaille and those that
stayed were just normal people now. But Procon Hobb still owned a solar system or two; he was
an eight-foot-tall, frog-lizard thing who looked like he could rip you apart if he chose; and he was
a mutant with the ability to speak in your head and read your thoughts. He was intimidating on a
lot of levels.Another person afforded a respectable gap was Xandale. Xandale had been a rival
of mine and tried to kill me some years ago. But when our entire System was mutated, Xandale
had been at ground zero. Skinny, weak, Xandale was now a professional enforcer. I felt I owed
him payback for trying to kill me, but it could wait until I figured out what his mutations
were.Xandale had slits for a nose, and red, scaly skin. He would have looked truly malevolent if it
weren’t for his teeth. Xandale’s mouth was filled with giant herbivore teeth. His lips were
permanently parted, which made it look like he was forever smiling.The last person who was
avoided, and given more than a few dirty looks, was MTB. MTB was one of the holdover police
officers left on the station. He and I went back a long way. He was a big guy with a square jaw,
who did everything by the book, even though the book had long since been flushed down the
toilet.It took a while longer for everyone to arrive, but when we were all here, I took the
microphone to speak.“Okay, I using a tele jammer. But everyone turn off your teles so this
meeting isn’t recorded,” I said.It took an hour for everyone to finally turn off all their teles. People
were really agitated after the wait.“Fine, fine, quiet. I have a proposal that I think can turn things
around for Belvaille, but we have to work together,” I said.Lots of grumbles at that.“We all know
ships come through here. A lot of ships. And we can still make money selling them fuel, or giving
them a place to stretch their legs, or tightening a few loose screws here or there. But because
this space station doesn’t manufacture anything, we can’t trade. Not with planets. Not directly.
We get all the leftover backwash marked up 1000%. But you all know there is a way we can
make money off those ships. It’s why I specifically invited you here.”“You’re talking about the
Skim?” Podiver Vance asked. Podiver Vance was a spindly, nine-foot-tall man who looked more
spaghetti than person. He was an excellent businessman, though.“Yes. The Skim. A ship lands
here for…whatever reason. It’s carrying maybe ten thousand tons of coal, and when it undocks,
some of that coal is missing. Not enough to alert those warships out there that we have illegally
taken goods in violation of the Source-Destination Doctrine, but enough that we can resell it.”“So
what does this have to do with cooperation? Some people here are probably already skimming,”
said one guy who I knew was already skimming.“The deal is, everyone is skimming different
amounts, doing it in different styles, and selling it in different methods. We can’t do that.
Eventually, someone will get caught. There are like a hundred or so warships out there in space.
The only reason the Navy hasn’t taken over this station is because they don’t feel like it. If they



get annoyed at us, it will take them five seconds to land a few ships. If they’re nice, they’ll let us
leave before they take over.”“So what are you proposing?” Xandale asked.“Not many of you were
here when Belvaille was originally a criminal outpost on the ass of the old Colmarian
Confederation. But we made a lot of money back then. The most important thing was staying out
of sight.”“Kind of hard when we’re surrounded by Portals and PCC Navy,” someone yelled from
the back.“We just got to be smart. I worked with Delovoa—”A lot more groans at his name.
Delovoa was an admittedly brilliant scientist, but he was also a creepy sociopath who had
conducted experiments on the population here for years. He was not well liked.“We ran some
numbers. 2%. That is the amount we found that ships could safely be skimmed without being
detected. Think about the number of ships that pass through here. Think about the cargo. 2% of
all that. But there have to be rules. Cliston.”Cliston stepped forward and began passing out
papers.“We have to read all this?” a gang boss asked.“Come on, it’s one page. Those are the
Rules of the Skim,” I said.MTB raised his hand.“Yes?”“So you want these to be laws?” he
asked.“No. These are informal agreements. Everyone has to sign off or the Skim won’t
work.”“And what are you going to do in the Skim, Hank?” Xandale asked suspiciously.“I’ll do what
I always do: negotiate. Someone has to talk to the crew, the Navy, the buyers, the forgers, the
information brokers. Also, if I know anything about crooks, and I do, you guys will start trying to
kill or rob from each other sooner or later. We can’t have that. I’ll work to see that we don’t.”“Why
would you wish to speak to the Navy?” I heard my inner voice say to me.That was Procon Hobb.
When he used his telepathic abilities, it sounded like your own inside voice was talking to you
against your will.The room grew nervous because most people had not experienced Procon
Hobb hijacking their brains.“Procon Hobb, that is a good question. The Navy is the most
important piece of this. We have to keep supplying them with entertainment on this station. Keep
doing repairs and selling fuel. But we can’t ever piss them off. We can kill each other all we want,
but no one from the Navy can get a bloody lip,” I said.“Some of those guys raise hell when they
come into my casino,” an owner said.“I know. Do what you got to do. But if sailors start leaving
Belvaille worse than they arrived, we won’t last long.”I could see a lot more arguments were
about to be raised, so I cut them off.“Look, out there in space is something called a battlecruiser.
It is commanded by one of the leaders of the PCC Navy. His title is…nothing. He has none. He’s
simply called Mr. Boshe, because the paperwork for his job transfer hasn’t come through—for
three years. He hasn’t even gotten paid yet. That is the PCC. That is the mindless bureaucracy
that happens to be wielding a couple hundred thousand heavy cannons on our front doorstep.
They could accidentally destroy us and not even notice. Don’t give them a reason to do it on
purpose,” I said.“So if we agree to this, what are the next steps?” Podiver Vance asked.“To make
the Skim happen, we got a lot of work to do.”CHAPTER 8Cliston gave me the details of my
contract with the Dredel Led.“You’re joking,” I said, as I scanned the tele message.I was currently
at page 84 and the end was nowhere in sight.“Did you look over this, Cliston?”“Yes, sir.”“Good,
then give me the highlights. By the time I read it I’ll be too old to do anything.”“The capital of the
Dredel Led is called Thaxmultaerea. It isn’t a physical location. It is a shared electronic



environment of the Dredel Led that can be accessed from anywhere. Apparently, someone or
something from this System is illegally connecting to Thaxmultaerea.”“So like…they’re using
teles?” I asked.“No, sir. It would require significant computer equipment, well beyond the
technology that a tele possesses.”“It’s probably Delovoa,” I said. “He’s always doing stuff like
this.”“If that is true, he needs to stop. Thaxmultaerea is never supposed to be accessed by
unauthorized individuals. It is possible for biological organisms to visit, but they need
permission.”“Visit? How would someone visit an electronic city?”“The apparatus isn’t hard to
construct. Getting access is what’s difficult. Non-Dredel Led aren’t allowed in very often.”“Have
you been there?”“Of course, sir. Many times. It’s where I was born—at least my consciousness.
It’s where all Dredel Led come from.”“That’s heavy. But I’m starting to have second thoughts on
this. How am I supposed to find this person? Assuming it isn’t Delovoa. I can’t go around
punching every computer in the System. What if the Navy is doing it?”“It’s a fifty-million-credit
reward if you can stop them.”“Yeah, I’m having second thoughts about my second thoughts. That
is a lot of money. How would they pay me? Would I have to fly all the way out there?”“My people
are an advanced species. We do have access to electronic banking, sir.”“Oh, right. Do you have
any more information on who is doing it?”“Yes. They have a frequency and modulation and
carrier signal of the violating connection.”“You’re talking a foreign language to me. I was hoping
for like a physical description of the person.”“That is a description, sir. It’s a description of the
device or devices that are attacking.”“Oh. Well, give it to me and I’ll go upstairs and talk to
Delovoa. This might be a quick payday for us.”“Do you have any plans on what to do with the
money? Assuming you are successful.”“I don’t know anything that remotely costs that much.
Could I buy a planet? Call it Hankland. Or Suckville,” I said.“I do not think you could afford a
planet, sir. Unless it was a very inhospitable one.”“I don’t know, Cliston. You’re my money
manager, think of something cool to buy.”“Might I suggest investing some money for a change,
sir?”“You mean like, buying a whole lot of food?”“No, sir. I mean index funds, derivatives, stocks,
bonds, insurance.”“Cliston, you know that for almost my whole life I’ve lived on Belvaille?”“Yes,
sir.”“And during that time, over hundreds of years, I have operated in the…criminal world, for lack
of a better description.”“Yes, sir.”“And I’ve done pretty well. I mean, I’ve been rich. I’ve been poor.
But in each case, I knew why and how and what I was doing.”“Yes, sir. I believe so.”“So why
should I dump a bunch of money into things I don’t know the first thing about?”“There is quite a
lot to be made in legitimate enterprise. You could learn, sir.”“I could learn to become a ballerina
with enough lessons, but there’s only so much time in the galaxy. So when I say think of stuff to
buy, I mean things that a hoodlum like me would want.”“Understood, sir.”Delovoa lived on the
third floor of my building, and he had storage on the fourth and fifth floors.Delovoa was one of
my best friends, which always made me sad when I thought about it. He was a scientist of
tremendous intellect who had given himself multiple sets of refurbished bodies because the old
ones wore out. His new body was an absolute nightmare.He was now a tall man, broad of
shoulder, and had muscles in places where no muscles should be.But, like most of Delovoa’s
work, his new body was a testament to his overall lack of planning and common sense. Despite



his size, Delovoa was weaker than a normal person because his muscles all pushed and pulled
in seemingly arbitrary directions.He was monstrous, not just because of his strange
configuration, but because his body had been cobbled together with parts taken from
unsuspecting porn stars and gang members. His face had three eyes straight across his
forehead that looked and blinked independently. He had a huge pig nose that oozed snot. His
enormous mouth was lined with metal teeth. His skull was enlarged and misshapen to
accommodate his three brains. And all over his body, there were gashes, metal plates, wires,
and zippers, which perpetually leaked every kind of fluid you could think of, and a few you
couldn’t.“So let me get this straight, you want me to help you find who is hacking into the Dredel
Led virtual city?” Delovoa asked in his filthy living room.“That’s right. Unless you’re the one doing
it. And if you are, you need to stop, because they’re pissed.”“Of course they’re pissed. Which is
why I would never do it, even if I had the knowledge or capability. Last thing I want is the Dredel
Led angry with me. I’ve seen what they can do.”“You promise it’s not you?” I asked
skeptically.“Cross my hearts,” he said, drawing several Xs on his chest.“Here are the specifics,” I
said, handing him my tele with the information.“First things first, how much are you paying me? I
know you aren’t doing this for free.”“I’ll give you 50,000 credits if we stop them.”“That’s pretty
good. I’ll just buy my food and supplies on credit? I need money now if you want me to go
zipping around the System.”“Who said we have to zip anywhere?”“How do you think they are
hacking? We have to look around for signs of it.”“Can’t you just check wires and stuff?”Delovoa
pinched his slimy nose in annoyance.“Are you asking me if there are cables running from here,
halfway across the galaxy, to Dredel Led territory? Think about that a second. If there were wires
snaked across outer space, they wouldn’t need your help, they could just unplug them.”“I don’t
know how this stuff works, that’s why I’m talking to you.”“Fifty grand up front and a hundred if we
finish,” he said.“I don’t have that much money. I mean I do, but I’d go broke. How about I give you
1% of what I’m making?”“How much are you making?”“Nothing, unless I can stop the
hack.”“Okay, how much if you do stop it?”I paused.“Fifty million.”Delovoa started slapping
me.“You cheap, dirty bastard! You were going to give me fifty grand?”“Quit it. Do you want the
contract or not? That’s 500 large on completion. You can buy three new eyeballs.”“Not on
Belvaille. Body parts are hard to find here at any price,” he replied seriously.“Are you in?” I
asked.“I want 3% and I want Cliston to sign and approve the contract. I know he won’t cheat me
—unlike you.”“2% and ten K up front. That way you got some money for supplies and won’t ask
me for a loan.”Delovoa rubbed his lower jaw back and forth, making a horrible noise as his metal
teeth ground into each other.“Okay, deal.”“So how do we do this? I don’t know where to start,” I
said.“First off, there are only a few dozen places that could make a signal that strong. The larger
Navy ships, Belvaille’s telescopes, and maybe some of the freighters. I’ll build a scanner and we
can hop in your ship and try and intercept the transmission.”“Will that stop it?”“No, just show us
where it’s coming from. Then you can go down and tell them to suck their faces and we get
paid.”“Yeah, what if it’s a PCC warship?”“It probably is. I can’t think why anyone else would want
to hack into the Dredel Led. No one around here would care, but the Navy would.”“That’s just



great. So how can I stop their computers from hacking?”Delovoa shrugged.“A
sledgehammer?”CHAPTER 9A month passed and things were going well.Delovoa was building
the device that would detect the Dredel Led hackers. It was slow going because Belvaille didn’t
have ready access to hi-tech parts and equipment, so Delovoa had to cannibalize his other
inventions or scavenge the city.As for preparations for the Skim, everyone was using their
resources to try and turn Belvaille into a professional, galactic-wide embezzler.We couldn’t
afford to half-ass it or kick off things before we were ready, so most illegal activities had been
suspended by mutual agreement.I got a tele from Garm, asking me to meet her at one of the
telescopes.Belvaille had nearly its whole northern side dominated by massive telescopes that
we used to regulate spaceship traffic. Delovoa had hinted they might be what was used to hack
Thaxmultaerea.Garm was a member of the elite Quadrad assassins. The Quadrad had been
based in Belvaille at one point, but when the System emptied, the Quadrad left. Not many
people were left to assassinate, and the ones that were, couldn’t afford the cost.I once dated
Garm—and her granddaughter—for a short while.Garm was deadly and beautiful, not
necessarily in that order. She was a mutant and didn’t need to sleep. She was beyond devious,
and always scheming. I wasn’t sure why she stayed in Belvaille, she loved money and power
more than all those rich nobles who quit the city.Pulling open the door to the telescope facility, I
was startled by how much noise greeted me. There were people hustling about, operating the
equipment with what seemed like a high level of competency. I could tell straight away these
people weren’t natives of Belvaille. They moved with too much purpose and
concentration.Stepping inside, I noticed everyone was wearing the same style of dark clothes.In
the middle of the room, on a raised platform, I saw Garm with her back to me. She turned around
and I recognized she was wearing a PCC Navy uniform!“Hank, come back here. Stop being a
baby,” Garm called after me.I was storming away, full of ire.“I don’t have time for this.” She took a
few quick hops and was in front of me.“You joined the Navy? Are you insane?” I said.“Come into
my office,” she answered.I did so begrudgingly, but I also wanted answers.“You’re an assassin!” I
said, when she closed the door.“I didn’t do a whole lot of assassinating with the Quadrad. I was
more into acquisitions.”“Whatever,” I said.“I’ve been in the Navy before, remember?”“That was
the Colmarian Confederation and like 800 years ago. You were young and stupid,” I said.“It
wasn’t nearly that long ago.”“Why would you want to join the PCC?” I asked.“A paycheck?
Advancement? You realize this city is just about dead, right? I’m not trained in refueling
transports, or spot-welding armor patches, and I’d make a horrible bar maid. That means I have
no job opportunities in Belvaille.”“Yeah, your customer service sucks,” I grumbled. “What’s your
title?”She took a deep breath.“Adjunct Overwatch.”I almost blew a blood vessel.“That’s the same
title you had in the Colmarian Confederation!”Garm crossed her arms and seemed sorry for me,
but not surprised.“Wait, why did you ask me here? To brag about being a lackey?” I asked.“We’re
running the port and telescopes,” she said.“What?” I asked, not understanding.“The Post-
Colmarian Confederation Colmarian Confederation Navy is in control of Belvaille’s port and
telescopes,” she clarified.“Says who?”“Says 432 warships,” she answered.“Wow, that many? Is



that what your boss tells you?”“Who?”“The guy on the battlecruiser who runs things.”“Mr.
Boshe?” she asked.“That is so moronic. You have a better title than he does.”“They’re working on
it. He has to answer directly to Parliaments. That’s a lot of planets who have to agree. For my
commission, it was just a simple form. Well, a bunch of forms, but still.”“Of course, because the
PCC has to have their forms,” I said, throwing up my hands. “Why are you telling me
this?”“Because, if you were to do anything illegal near the port, it would be bad.”“Like, what do
you mean bad?” I asked.“We’re going to have a lot of people at the port. People who know how
to repair warships. And people who know how to refuel them. And guards for those people. If
they see a bunch of heavy lifters, I don’t know, skimming from transports, they will get
suspicious,” she said.“Holy crap,” I said, realizing the Skim might be in jeopardy.“Look, the Navy
doesn’t care about the stupid people on this stupid station,” she said. “They care about keeping
their ships in order. They need Belvaille’s port for that. They need the telescopes for…well, that’s
classified. But if you break the Source-Destination Doctrine right in front of a bunch of soldiers,
they’re going to notice.”“Are you guys hacking Thaxmultaerea?” I asked point-blank.“What is
that?”“Are you using the telescopes to hack the Dredel Led.”“Did you have an aneurism or are
you saying random words?” she replied.“You know what I mean.”“I don’t. Honestly.”“You said
what you’re doing with the telescopes is classified. Are you using them to hack into the Dredel
Led capital?”“The Dredel Led have a capital?”“Don’t change the subject.”“I don’t understand
what the subject is. What are you asking?”“What are you using the telescopes for?”“You know
what ‘classified’ means, right? But if it makes you feel any better, I don’t know what you’re talking
about.”“How about a partition?”“With the Dredel Led?” she asked, confused.“No, I’m talking
about the port. Create a Navy side, surrounded by walls. You can keep all your Navy gear there
and special Navy fuel and have your own little crew quarters and barracks and not let any of us
normal people inside. Of course, it will have the dual effect of putting blinders up so you can’t tell
what we’re doing.”“I can’t see how anyone would go for that,” she said.“You already inspect some
of the ships when they enter the System. You inspect some of the ships when they leave the
System. Do you need to inspect them when they’re docked here? You want to keep your people
and gear safe, right? You don’t want anyone stealing your tools,” I said.She considered it.“I can’t
propose this. If you can get sign-off, I’ll agree it’s a good idea, but it can’t come from me.”“What is
your role here?” I asked.“I run the port and the telescopes,” she said simply.“Then it should totally
come from you. Why would it come from me?”“Think of a reason. Give yourself a title like…
Master Overseer of Navy and Belvaille Relations, or something.”“But you’re already Navy. They’ll
listen to you. No one will care about me.”“Do you remember what I used to do here when I was
Adjunct Overwatch the first time?” she asked.“Sort of. You were a criminal who worked for the
Navy.”She sighed.“I looked the other way. In exchange for some…consideration. There is a big
difference between that and actively deceiving my superiors. I can always feign ignorance and
claim deniability. I won’t give that up to protect you scumbags,” she said.“Okay. Who do I have to
talk to about partitioning the port?”“Mr. Boshe, of course.”CHAPTER 10“Is their gun operator
drunk?” I asked.I was in the cockpit of the Suckface, sitting next to Zzzho. He could sort of



scooch over his cloudness so I wouldn’t inhale him. I had breathed Zzzho before, and while it
kind of hypercharged my brain, I didn’t altogether enjoy it.We were flying toward Mr. Boshe’s
battlecruiser, the Armage.The ship had been under construction when the Colmarian
Confederation civil war broke out. When the war was over, they took parts from destroyed ships
to finish the Armage. Its weapons were from wrecked battleships of stupendous size. The ship’s
original name was going to be “Armageddon,” but they never finished putting the letters on.The
Armage only had five cannons total, but each was about the length of the entire ship itself. The
guns all had unique orientations, which is why I asked if whoever was controlling them was drunk
or maybe had a seizure.“They can’t point the guns all the same way. See? They’re too big and
they don’t fit properly on that ship,” Zzzho replied.He was right. The whole thing kind of looked
like an insect with incredibly long, thick legs, resting on its back.My ship approached, and we
waited for docking privileges.Zzzho told them who we were, who he was, who my ship was, who
Belvaille was, our best friends, hobbies, and favorite colors.Finally, they allowed us to dock with
the Armage.I was used to Belvaille. Belvaille’s port was actually quite good. But to board the
Armage, I had to open the front hatch and crawl on my hands and knees through a flexible tube
that stretched out into space. I was exhausted at the end and covered in sweat. It was a very
uneasy feeling, crawling from one spaceship to another.I had been on Navy ships before. Not
PCC Navy but Colmarian Navy.If anything, the PCC looked to be even more absurd.I saw one
soldier take a large trashcan and simply dump it from a height of two stories. The trash fell down
where other soldiers swept it up. It’s like it didn’t occur to anyone they could maybe skip a step
and just empty the original trashcan.Once I was on the ship, an argument broke out amongst the
crew on how to handle me.It seemed they only had certain classifications of passengers:
refugees, diplomats, crew, PCC Navy, prisoners, and officials. I didn’t fit any of their checkboxes,
so they didn’t know how to take me to Mr. Boshe.One suggested I could go back to my ship and
say it was malfunctioning and then they could take me on board as a refugee.“If I punch you,
would that help?” I asked sarcastically.“Then we could take you into custody,” one of the soldiers
answered seriously.“What if I just snuck to Mr. Boshe? You tell me where he is and look away,
and I’ll tiptoe over there.”They stared at me like I was stupid.“We’ve already processed your
arrival documentation. You should have suggested that earlier.”Thankfully, I was saved when a
voice came on the intercom.“Escort the recently arrived personage, Hank, to Mr. Boshe.”“Oh,
he’s a ‘personage,’” one of the soldiers stated.“That’s a whole other section,” another
explained.Mr. Boshe was not what I was expecting. I had seen Generals and big shots before,
and they were self-important military men with more medals than clothes.Mr. Boshe was a small,
balding man, who needed a shave. He wore tattered pants, a dirty shirt, and was
barefoot.“You’re looking at my feet,” he said.“I…no. But isn’t the floor cold?” I asked.“I can feel
when the engines aren’t running properly, when the pipes aren’t flowing, when my crew is being
lazy.”“You have sensitive feet, sir.”“I’m no sir. I’m merely a volunteer at the moment. How can we
help the people of Belvaille?”I stood in his office, which was maybe three times the size of my
bathroom at home. And not even my good bathroom. There were no windows. Just lots and lots



and lots of papers stacked everywhere.“I’d like to talk to you about the port,” I said. “I am the
official Master Overseer of Navy and Belvaille Relations.”“Excellent,” Mr. Boshe said, making
note of that in his tele. “I would offer you a chair, but from what I’ve read, you’re far too heavy for
them.”That got me a little nervous.“You’re wondering how I know about you?” he asked, catching
my reaction. “The Historians of this System have been incredibly helpful to me.”Oh, no. The
Historians were a weird bunch of guys—and gal—who lived way out in deep space. They
collected all the data from our society, including tele transmissions, so that we would never lose
record of our past in case of a calamity. Such as another civil war. I had traded them information
before, and they must have a tremendous amount of incriminating references about me.“You
can’t believe everything you read, sir—er, Mr. Boshe.”“Their portrait of you was highly flattering.
You’ve done quite a lot of remarkable things in defense of this System, and even our
empire.”“Maybe some of it’s true,” I hedged.“I’m glad you’ve been sent to speak with us, as a
matter of fact. This System is of great strategic significance to the Post-Colmarian Confederation
Colmarian Confederation.”I couldn’t help rolling my eyes at the full name spoken out loud. This
meeting could easily go on for days if he kept doing that.“We have the most Portals,” I said.“Yes.
It is why we are going to be keeping our Navy here for the foreseeable future,” he replied.“What?
I thought this was just temporary.”“The PCC is vast. Not quite as large as the original Colmarian
Confederation, but it’s getting there. And it may even exceed the boundaries of that former
empire. But we do not have the ships to protect it. If we leave our Navy here, we can quickly
respond to any threat by using the Portals.”“Oh,” I said, worried. “My concern is that your fleet
may disrupt transport operations.”“Why would you care? Belvaille is not a major trade port. Not
even a minor one,” he said.“Um, no, not trade. But we do sell repairs, and crews, and fuel. It’s
one of our only businesses. We don’t want that interrupted.”“Why would we interrupt it?”That was
a good question.“Let me rephrase, I’m worried about us interrupting your work.”
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Chris, “Another fun, funny, interesting addition. As always, I laughed out loud a bunch of times
while reading this.I don't like most books. I stop reading many kindle books after the first chapter
and return about 80% of the audible books after 30 minutes of listening. I get bored easily. I also
get agitated when the author makes "cheap" decisions like having their main protagonist do
something stupid or weak in order jamb the plot into their chosen direction.The Hard Luck Hank
series is a joy to read. There're funny, they're imaginative, the characters are interesting and
likable, there's always a lot of interesting stuff going on. Underneath it all there are even some
interesting ideas about society, government, and interpersonal relationships.Also a lot of cool
science fiction concepts: What would a race of sentient robots be like? What would someone
who was immortal and billions of years old do?”

Rich H., “Hank. Nothing more needs to be said.. Good: I don't know how Steven Campbell does
it. He's been cranking out a new Hank novel roughly every eight months, and they just keep
getting better and better. This time around Belvaille is in the dumps - again - and nearly deserted
and almost ignored by the new Colmarian Confederation - again. Hank and his cohorts still
manage to get caught up in a hacked election (nice timing there, Steven) that leads to a peculiar
war with the Dredel Led and, as usual, to Hank being a hero while managing to tick off just about
everyone on the station. Again as usual, the story is well-written, highly entertaining, fast-paced
with lots of fun twists and turns, often ascending to Pythonic levels of ludicrousness which is
okay because, as usual, it's also really damn funny.Bad: Not much of anything. Campbell has
grown as a writer throughout this series, and it shows in the tight storyline and the natural,
nuanced interplay among the characters here. The setting keeps threatening to settle into
formula, but Campbell always manages to keep it fresh and interesting. (A while back, in an
earlier review, I offered that maybe the Belvaille setting was played out, and that Hank should get
away from there for awhile. Don't listen to me. Belvaille reinvents itself more often than Madonna
in her heyday. This is as it should be.)Ugly: Hank, who, in the considered opinion of just about
everyone on and off Belvaille, could stand to lose a few pounds. He's a MUTANT, people; that's
his story, etc.Bottom line: Buy it, read it. If you haven't seen the other five novels in the series,
buy them, read them. If you have, read them again; why not.  Five stars.”

Nathan, “Hard Luck Hank reads like a deep space version of the Dresden Files. As a series,
Hard Luck Hank reads like a deep space version of the Dresden Files, complete with hard-
boiled adventures centered on a single city. Unlike Harry Dresden, Hank is mere hired muscle
who has been promoted to the rank of fixer by the sole virtue that he is essentially unkillable. It
certainly is not for Hank's wit; it is a mercy that his catchphrase, "Eat suck, suckface!" is used
sparingly. Fortunately, Campbell has a defter touch with his humor than Hank. As the one person
everyone in the underworld is forced to trust (since it's too much trouble to kill him), Hank must



navigate the maze of problems besetting the illegal space station of Belvaille, from petty criminal
squabbles to galactic wars, muddling through his adventures through determined self-interest,
luck, his ever-growing bulk of scar tissue, and help from his more talented friends. As a reward,
Hank's fortunes follow the rises and falls of Belvaille from criminal backwater to galaxy capital
and back. Despite Hank's crude nature, Steven Campbell weaves a dense web of cause and
effect throughout the six book series. The answer to why anything happens to and around Hank
is never "Just because." Even seemingly throwaway references have a tendency to become plot
points.In Robot Farts, Hank finds himself in the middle of one of Belvaille's periodic downturns.
For the space station to survive in the midst of a runaway bureaucracy that's strangling trade, it
must return its old traditions of corruption, skimming needed supplies from the shipments in its
spaceport. While Hank sets up the framework for the Skim between Belvaille's underworld, the
merchantmen flying through, and the squeaky-clean but heavily bureaucratic navy, he must also
deal with the mysterious hacking of a robot civilization's homeworld, the crime spree from a rebel
cell of his alien brothers, and the growing drumbeat of war. As usual, Hank gets completely over
his head, usually because his methods hurl him into the crossfire - as a bullet sponge. Hank
might be a meathead, but his adventures are a guilty pleasure.”

phil, “Cool. Another great adventure freedom Steven Campbell, poor Hank just always seems to
end up on the wedding end of it, guess why they call him Hard Luck Hank”

S. Maurer, “An entertaining Hank adventure.. I've been a continued fan of this series and am
looking forward to Stephen's next book. Humorous and fast paced.”

Nick, “No stank Hank. Hank's heroics highlight another epic (mis)adventure. Plotting a course
through the intricacies of beaurocracy, Hank with the help of Cliston, the ever present
entrepreneurial butler and suspect relative Frank, save the day. This instalment in the series is so
funny, poignant, enthralling, it's....um......ah.....really .SLOOPY.”
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